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We compute the cyclic homology of D[X]/(X”), D[X] and D[X,X-‘1 in terms of cyclic and 
Hochschild homology of D, for a k-algebra D, where k is a commutative ring containing a field. 
Introduction 
Let D be a commutative k-algebra and S a multiplicative subset of k[X]. The aim 
of this paper is to compute the cyclic homology of D[X]/(X”) and S-‘D[X] in 
terms of the cyclic and Hochschild homology under suitable hypothesis. 
In Section 1 we define mixed complexes, strongly homotopy k-maps and we state 
some properties that will be used in Sections 2 and 3. For more details, see [2,4]. 
In Section 2 we first prove, that for A =k[X]/(X”), where k is a commutative 
ring with 1, the double complex B(A),,,, defined in [5] can be replaced by an 
easier complex. As an application we obtain for A =k[X]/(X”), the cyclic 
homology HC,(A) computed in [l] and then we obtain the morphisms S : HC,(A) --f 
HC, _ 2(A). These allow us to easily calculate the periodic homology HCr(A), also 
computed in [l] and the homologies HC;(A) and HC*(A) (for definitions see [7]). 
Finally, we make similar computations for A =k[X] and A = k[X,X-‘1. 
In Section 3 we compute the cyclic homology of D[X]/(X”) and S-‘D[X] in 
terms of the cyclic and Hochschild homology of D, where D is a k-algebra with k 
a commutative ring containing a field. We obtain similar results for the cohomology. 
Finally, when k is a field we compute the cyclic homology and cohomology of 
D[X]/(P), with P a polynomial in k[X]. So far, the known results dealt with zero 
characteristic (cf. [2-4,6]), our results remove that restriction. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall some general definitions and properties about mixed com- 
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plexes, that we are going to use later. All mentioned definitions and properties are 
in [2,4]. 
Let k be a commutative ring with unit. A mixed complex (or S’-chain complex 
in Burghelea’s terminology) I@=(M,, b,,B,) consists of a chain complex of 
k-modules (M,, b,), b, : M,, --f M,, _ 1 satisfying b, + 1 - b, = 0 with B, given by k-linear 
maps B,,:M,-+M,+, which satisfy B,+,.B,,=O and B,_,.b,+b,+,.B,,=O. A 
morphism of mixed complexes f, : A?- ti’ consists of k-linear maps f, : M,, + M,f, 
which commute with the morphisms b and B. 
To a mixed complex &?= (M,, b,, B,) one can associate the chain complex &I?= 
(,I&., d,) where 
&i?,, =M,,@Mn-2@Mn_40... 
and, for every (x,,,x,,_* ,... )E~I@,,, 
d(x,,x,_t, . ..) = (b,xn+B,_2x,_2, bn-2xn-2+Bn-4xn-4, . ..>. 
One sees immediately that &i is related to the chain complex (M,, b,) by the 
following exact sequence of complexes: 
0 - (M,, b,) - .A? 2 s&72] - 0. (1) 
The map S, obtained by dividing .A by its first factor, is a canonical surjection. 
The homology groups 
&z(ti) = H,(M,, b,), HC,(fi) = N&&Q, 
are by definition the Hochschild and the cyclic homology of ti respectively. The 
long exact homology sequence associated with the short exact sequence (1) becomes 
S 
. ..--H.(~)~HC,(A)~HC,_,(~)~H,_,(~)~HC,_,(~)-... 
(2) 
and will be called the Gysin-Connes exact sequence. Obviously a morphism of 
mixed complexes f, : A?+ ii?’ provides a commutative diagram 
I I I I I 
. ..--tH.(~‘)~HC,(~‘)-S*HC,_2(A’)~H*_,(A’)~HC,_I(A’)~.... 
Definition 1.1 (Kassel [4]). Given two mixed complexes @= (M,, b,, B,) and A?‘= 
(M$, bi, BJ), a strongly homotopy k-map from ti to &i’ is a collection of graded 
maps G$) : M* + M* + 2i of degree 2i for iz0, (Gj(i):Mj+Mj+2i)jz0 such that: 
(i) G$‘) is a morphism of complexes (M,, 6,) -+ (ML, b:), 
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The interest of strongly homotopy k-maps for our purposes lies in the following 
result: 
Proposition 1.2. Let I%?= (A&, b,, B,) and I@= (IV;, b;, B;) be two mixed com- 
plexes. Assume there exists a strongly homotopy k-map (Gc’)i>o from ii? to I@‘. 
Then there exists a map of complexes G: &f--tBh?’ such that the following 
diagram :
o- @&, b,) - i&f L .&3[2] - 0 
I I I 
o- (A&, b;) - Bh;I’ 5 &P[2] - 0 
is commutative. Moreover if G$” is a quasi-isomorphism, so is G. 
Proof. See [4, Proposition 2.31. 0 
We shall use the following result: 
Proposition 1.3. Let I@= (M,, b,, B,) and i@‘= (M&b;, B;) be two mixed com- 
plexes. Assume there exists a collection of graded maps G$’ : M, -+ AI.+ + 2i of degree 
2iforO~i~n,andacollectionofmapsG,(”~’~:Mj~~~n+j~2(O~j~m-l), with 
mz0, such that: 
(i) GL”’ is a morphism of complexes (M,, b,) -+ (IV;, b;), 
(ii) Gjyl. B.-B’ 
J 
2i+j.Gji)=b;i+j+2.Gji+1)-G~?11).bj, for Oli<n or i=n and 
Oljlm-1, 
then 
b;,+,+,(G~~,.B,-B;,,; G;)+G;:,‘). 6,) = 0. 
Proof. We put G/“’ = 0 and Bj = 0 if j< 0 and bj = 0 if js 0. We know that 
b~,+m+l.B~,+,=-B~,+,-l.b;,+, and 
%l+m+1. 
G(“+‘) = G(“). B,,_, -B;,+,_1. GE!, +G;:;‘. b,_,. 
m-1 m 
so, 
b;,+.,~I(G~~l.B,-B;,.,~.G~‘+G~~ll’.b,) 
=b;,+,_,~G~~,~B,+B;,+,_,~b;,+;G~~+G~~~B,_,~b,,, 
-B~,+,~,.G~‘,.b,+G~_+,“.b,_,.b, 
=b;,+,,+,~G~~,~B,-G~~~b,+,~B,+B;,+,_,~b;,+~~G,I:’ 
-B;,+,,_,.G:!,+b,. 
If n ~0, this expression is equal to zero because Gi”’ is a morphism of com- 
plexes. 
If nzl, using that 
G(n-l’.B,+l-B;,+,_l.G~+ll’= b;,+,+l.G~tl.G’“‘.b,+l, 
m+2 M 
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we obtain 
b;,+,+,(G~~,.B,-B;,+;G~‘+G~_t,“.b,) 
= G’“-“.B 
m+2 
m+l.B,-B~,+,_l.G’“~l’.Bm 
m+l 
+B;,+,~,.b;,+,.G~‘-B;,+,_l.G~!,.b, 
= -B;,+,_, . b;,+; Gz’-B;,,+,+, . B;,+,_2. G:-” 
+B;,+,_,.b;,+;G~‘=O. 0 
Given two mixed complexes A?= (M,, b,, B,) and ii?’ = (ML, bk, BI) one 
defines the tensor product h;r@ n;/’ (see [4, p. 2021) as the mixed complex 
((A40 AC?‘)*, (b 0 b’)*, (B 0 B’),), where: 
(MOM’), = 4 vff,OM,:_,), 
k=O 
(b@b’),(x,@x,:_,) = bkXk~X:,_k+(--l)k’Xk~b~-kX:,~k, 
(B@B’),(x,@x;_,) =BkXk~X:,_k+(-l)k’Xk~B~-kX:,_k. 
Proposition 1.4. Let (Gf))i20 be a strongly homotopy k-map from h;l= (M,, b,, B,) 
to I%$‘= (&Ii, b6, Bk). If I$‘= (M$‘, Bz, B:) is a mixed complex, the family of mor- 
phisms (Cc’) @ Id@“)), (i2 0) defined by: 
(G”‘OId(n;l”))j:(MOM”)j~(M’OM”)j+2i, 
(G”‘@Id(h;l”)).( 0 !_ ) = G!‘) 0 _ , xk ’ x, k J xkxxJ k, 
is a strongly homotopy k-map from A.%@ A? to I&?‘@ A?. Furthermore, if Gi”) is 
a chain homotopy equivalence, so is Gi”’ @ Id(ii?). 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Given a k-algebra A we obtain a mixed complex 
I h I b3 
B2 B1 
I b2 
Bo 
I bl 
A@A3-L4@A2 -A@A-A 
I b3 I 62 I bl 
c(A) = (C,(A), b,, B,) = A @A2 
BI Bo 
+-ABOA-A 
A 
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by defining C,(A) =A @A”, where A = A /k and A” denotes the tensor product of 
A m times, 
m-1 
and 
The Hochschild and cyclic homology H,(A) and HC,(A) of A are defined (see 
[S]) as the Hochschild and cyclic homology of c(A) respectively. 
We shall use the following: 
Proposition 1.5 (Burghelea and Ogle [2], Kassel [4]). Given two k-algebras A and 
A’ there exists a strongly homotopy k-map from c(A) 0 C(A’) to c(A 0 A’) such 
that Gi”’ is the shuffle quasi-isomorphism. 0 
We recall that Gp’ is a chain homotopy equivalence. Hence, for any additive 
functor F: Ab --f Ab, so is F(G$‘)). 
2. Cyclic homology of k[X]/(X” ) 
In this section we show the existence of a strongly homotopy k-map, that induces 
a quasi-isomorphism, from an easier mixed complex &(A) to C?(A), when A = 
k[X]/(X”) and k is an arbitrary commutative ring with 1. As an application, we 
compute the cyclic homology of A stated in [l] and the morphisms HC,(A) 2 
HC,_2(A). Using this result we obtain HCp,“‘(A), HC,‘(A) and HC*(A) (for 
definitions see [7]). Finally, we show that for A =S-‘k[X], where S is a multiplica- 
tive subset of k[X], there exists a morphism from c(A) to an easier mixed complex 
&(A). As an application we make similar computations to the previous ones, for 
A=k[X] and A=k[X,X-‘1. 
Let A = k[X]/( f >, where k is a commutative ring with 1 and f = X" + 
f,_, X”-’ + ... +fo is a manic polynomial of degree n. 
Since f is a manic polynomial we can carry out the division algorithm and denote 
by P the quotient and P the remainder, i.e. P = P. f + p, dg(p) < dg(f ). The unique- 
ness of P and P is obvious. 
Since f is a manic polynomial of degree n, the elements of A can be uniquely 
represented by polynomials P of degree less than n, hence P = p, so we are not going 
to use the notation P in this paper. 
We are going to use the following result proved in [l, Section 11: 
Proposition 2.1. Let (Cs,(A), bs,) =A A A LA z A L e.. , then: 
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(a) The A-module maps 
(C,(A), b,) g* (Cs,(A), bs,) and CS,(A), bs,) h, (C,(A), b,) 
defined by: 
~2,(loP,o~~~oP2,)=(-1)‘.~ P2i_1P2i, 
i=l 
and 
g,,+,(lOPIO...~Pz,,,)=(-l)‘+‘p;.~ P&,P2j, 
i=l 
h;,(l) = (-1)’ i 
i,,...,i,=l 
h;,+,(l) = (-1y+l i 
i,,...,i,=l 
(h, . ..h.) i~~:~~‘,‘x(Z&, kZ;=, k,-G 
I> ,J 
are morphisms which induce inverse isomorphisms in homology. 
(b) The map 
47l 
Bs, = A - ABA” B, A @Am+1 ‘,+’ , A, 
is given by 
%(l> = 0, 
B&X’) = -a.Xap’-r.f’Xa ifall, 
Bs~~+~ = 0. 
Definition 2.2. Let A = k[X]/(X”), where k is an arbitrary ring with 1. We define 
the mixed complex 
&(A) = (Cs,(A), bs,, Bs,) = 
I ?a”- I 0 
Bso 
A-A 
I 0 
A 
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Observe that in this case B+(l) = 0 and &,(X0) = -(a + nr) . X”’ (1~ a< n). 
Remark 2.3. The mixed complex &(A) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
@,“:A &@(A) of the mixed complexes of k-modules 
/M;S,, I@;S,., /@;S,U, lb? 
k 
defined by: 
CS!~‘(A) = k, 
J 
bs’f’ = 0, $)(l) = n, 
2J + 1 
Bs!O’ = 0 
J ’ 
and, for ar 1 
&)(A) = k 
J 9 
bs!“’ = 0 
J ’ 
Bs~),, = 0, B.+(l) = a+nj. 
Remark 2.4. Let A =k[X]/(X”), where k is a commutative ring with 1. For each 
a, 15 al n - 1, the mixed complex &@‘(A) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
oi~o d;s’~“(A) f o mixed complexes of k-modules CS(” “(A) = (C.$“‘(A), bsp i), 
Bsp’)) defined by: 
Cs$“)(A) = Csfi;f’,,(A) = k, Cs:““(A) = 0, ifj#2i,2i+l, 
bs(“i) = 0, 
* Bs~“(1) = a+ni. 
Definition 2.5. The degree of a monomial Xao 0 +a* @ Xam EA @A” is the sum of 
the exponents ai, i.e. dg(Xao @ ... @ Xam) = Cy=, Cri. A nonzero element WE A @ 
A” will be called homogeneous of degree r and denoted dg(W) = r, if 
where every monomial Xao(‘) @ ... @ Xa”@) has degree r. 
Theorem 2.6. There is a strongly homotopy k-map (Gt));20 from es(A) to f?(A) 
such that Gi”) = fi,. 
Proof. We shall construct the maps GF) by induction on i and j. Let m 2 0. Assume 
that we have built Gz) (Osilt) and Gf+‘) (OIjSm-1), such that: 
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(i) G$” = Zi,; 
0 _ j _ m - 1 (considermg G” 
(ii) G~,)~.Bs~-B~~+~.G~‘,=~~~+~+~.G~~”’-G~~”.~~~, forOli<tori=tand 
. . << (‘+‘)=bs,=O if j=()); 
(iii) G2(:)(Xa) = C A . XaJ@’ . . . @ Xazi+2~ is homogeneous with dg(G!$(X’)) = 
C”,‘=‘,“I‘ ok = a + nj, and G$), ,(X0) = C i . Xa” @ ... @ Xazr+2J+1 is homogeneous with 
dg(G”> (X4)) = C2i_+2j+1 
2Jt 1 
cx,=l+a+nj. 
Let m =2r. As ;=“Xn, b is a homogeneous map of degree 0. So, in order to 
define Gztl’ verifying (ii) and (iii), it is enough to show that for each a, with 
04a5n-1, 
T= G;‘,,. Bs,(Xa)-B2ttm. G~)(X’)+G~+:). bs,(X”) 
is a boundary of degree a+ nr. It can be proved by direct computations that 
dg(T)=a+nr. Using Proposition 1.3, we only need to show that g2,+m+l(T)=0 to 
see that T is a boundary. If t 2 1 it follows because dg(T) <(r + 1)n and because 
to have g2s+l(W) #O for a monomial W= Xa” 0 ... @ XazS+’ it is necessary that 
dg(W) > ns (see Proposition 2.1). If t = 0, using that Gr) = fi*, Bs, = g, + 1 . B, . h;, 
and gm+i.fi~t,=Id, we have 
8,.,(G~),,.Bs,-B;G~‘+G~),.bs,) 
=g m+l .h;,t,.~m+,.Bm.~~-gmt,.Bm.G~‘+gmt,.G~)lbs, 
=g mtl . G;‘, . bs,. 
Now, if a>O, then (see Definition 2.2) bs,(Xa)=nX”PIXa=nX”Xa-‘=O in A, 
and if a = 0, we can use that 
dg(Gt),. bs,(l)) = dg(G:f),(X”-‘)) = rn, 
to deduce, from the definition of gm + 1, that gm f I . Gi’ 1. bs, = 0. 
For m = 2r+ 1 we can repeat the same proof of case m = 2r. 0 
We recall from [l, Section l] that G, (‘) = iT, is a chain homotopy equivalence. 
Hence for any additive functor F: Ab --) Ab, so is F(Gl’)). 
Theorem 2.1. Let A = k[X]/(X”) and Z the ideal generated by X in A. Then: 
(1) HC,(A) = H&(k) @ HC,(A, Z), where 
HC 2rti(Ayz)=6 
(( 
;@I (,+z,.k)@$ (t-20) 
j=O 
and 
where Ann(m) means the annihilitor of m in k, i.e. the m-torsion of k, and Mcm’ 
means the direct sum of m copies of M. 
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(2) The morphrsm S : HC,,,, (A,I)-+HC,,_,(A,I) is the 
and the morphism S : HC,,(A) --t HC,,_,(A) is induced by 
( 
i--l 
,~~Ann(a+nj))Ok-(:~Ann(a+nj))O* 
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canonical projection 
(1 ra<n), 
((aO’...r”r_,),a)H((a0,...,ar_2),a,_,) 
and the canonical projection Ann(n)(‘) -+ Ann(n)(‘-‘I. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.6 and Remark 2.4 by direct computation. 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let A =k[X]/(X”). We have: 
(1) (a) Theperiodic cyclic homology HCp,“‘(A) is the inverse limit of the HC,(A), 
I.e., 
and 
HCiy(.4) = 
( )) (r20)y 
where (Ann(m))j, means a copy of Ann(m). 
(b) The morphrsm S’: HCg:\, (A)+HC;:+, (A) is the canonical projection and 
the morphism S’: HCgy(A) --f HCfSy(A) is induced by 
(a,,a,,...)-((a,,...,a,_,),a,) 
and the canonical projection k@ njzo (Ann(n))j --f k 0 Ann(n)(‘). 
(2) HC,+,(A) = k’“-“@ (r-z-0) 
and 
HC;JAl= (~~@~~@~~~)@(~~ (firAnNa+n/))) @20), 
where ail (Ann(m))j are isomorphic to Ann(m). 
(3) HCz~~A~=(rO(~~)O(~(kQ(;~(U+~j).li))) PzO) 
and 
HC2’+l(A) = (Ann(n) (r+l)) @ 6 ‘$ Ann(a+ nj) 
( ( )) 
0-z O), 
j=O a=1 
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where Ann(m) means the annihilitor of m in k, i.e. the m-torsion of k, and M”” 
means the direct sum of m copies of M. 
Proof. (1) The periodic cyclic homology HCp,“(A) and the cyclic homology HC,(A) 
are related by the exact sequence 
O-L&’ HC,+rlzi (A)-+HCP,~‘(A)+L&IHC,+,,(A)+O 
i i 
(see for instance [7, 1.41). It is easy to see that the sequences {HC,,(A), S} 
and {HCzi+ r(A);S} satisfy the Mittag-Leffler condition, hence HCr(A) = 
L&n, HC,+,i (A). The proof finishes by direct computation. 
(2) HC,(A) is related with the Hochschild, cyclic and periodic cyclic homology 
by the exact diagram 
. . . - HCP,e:i(A) 2 HC m_1(A) 5 HC,(A) -L, HCP,e’(A) 5 HC,_,(A) 3 . . . 
I 
S’ 
I 
= 
I I 
S’ 
I 
= 
. . . - HC,+,(A) -s, I-K,_,(A) z H,(A) A HC,(A) 5 HC,_,(A) - ..e 
(see, for instance [7, Proposition 1.5]), from which we obtain the exact diagram 
0 - Coker SA_r ---+ HC,(A) - KerSh_,---+O 
I 
0 - Coker S,_, - H,(A) - Ker S m-2 - 0. 
By part (l)(b), when m = 2r, we deduce, from the first row 
HC&l) = Ker Sk_, = 
! 
Er(Ann(n)))O(l@ (zrAnn(a+nj))) 
if m = 2r + 1, using k/Ann(a + rn) = (a + m) . k, the exact diagram becomes 
n-l 
0 + $, (a+nr). k - HC,+,(A) - 
= 
where a is the canonical injection into the first term, and /3 and y are the canonical 
projections. Applying the Snake Lemma we have the commutative diagram with 
exacts column and rows. 
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n-1 I I I 
o-0 (a+nr).k-----+ I-G+,(A) - 
a=1 
Y 
n-l I I n-1 
2 (,+:+k)@& -’ 
0 0 0 
Since the last column splits, so does the middle one, hence 
(3) The cyclic cohomology of A is the homology of the complex Hom,(,(&I)), k). 
Now, applying the functor Homk( , k) to the strongly homotopy k-map (G~))izO 
from &(A) to d;(A), we obtain a strongly homotopy k-map (Hom,(G$), k))i,,, 
with Hom,(G$‘), k) a quasi-isomorphism from Hom,(d;(A), k) to Horn,,&(A), k). 
Hence by Remarks 2.3 and 2.4 the cyclic cohomology of A is the cohomology of 
the cochain complex 
( 
n-1 
a$ i$Jo Hom,&(@ ‘) 64)) k) , 
> 
OHomk(,(~do)(~N 4 , . 
_ 
Now the proof follows by direct computation. 0 
Definition 2.9. Let S be a multiplicative subset of k[X] and A =S-‘k[X]. We 
define the mixed complex 
I 
0-O+----A+----t---_ 
I I I 0 
Bso @A) = (Cs*(A), bs*,Bs*) = 0 f--- ‘4 c-- A 
I I 0 
Bso 
A+----,4 
I 
0 
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Cs,(A) = cs, (A) = A, Csj(A) = 0 if j22, 
bs, = 0, 
B.q(~) =-(:I= Q’pi,‘Q, Bsj=O ifjrl. 
Lemma 2.10. The complex 
ALAOA 
T(X) 
-A@A+--0 
where T(X) means multiply by T(X) = 1 @X-X @ 1, is an Ae-projective resolu- 
tion of A. 
Proof. Follows from the fact that the morphisms A % A @A and ABA L 
A @A defined by 
are a chain homotopy contraction. 0 
Proposition 2.11. The famify C,(A) * Cs,(A) of Ae-morphisms given by 
h0 
A - A=l,, 
A@A ‘I 2 A defined by h,(l@$) = -($)I, 
AQZ 
fij 
- 0 the zero map (jzO), 
is a morphism from c,(A) to &,(A) that induces quasi-isomorphisms in the 
Hochschild and cyclic homology. 
Proof. It is easy to see that /i, is a morphism from c;,(A) to &,(A). In order to 
show that 
(C,(A), b,) 2 (Cs,(A), bs,) 
is a quasi-isomorphism it is enough to observe that E.+ is induced by the morphism 
h, of Ae-projective resolutions 
b’ 
A- 
b’ 
ABA z A@A@A LA@A’@A - . . . 
I= 
ho h, hz 
H 
I I I 
A-A@A 
WV 
- A@A c------- 0 - . . . 
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given by 
h, = Id, 
Corollary 2.12. Zf S is a multiplicative subset of k[X] and A =S-‘k[X], and if we 
let d : A + A be the derivative with respect o X, then: 
(l)(a) HC,,+,(A) = & 
HC,(A) = A 
and 
(rr O), 
HC,,.(A) = Ker(d)CA (rr 1). 
(b) The morphisms S : HC,,, ,(A) + HC,,_ ,(A) and S : HC,,+,(A) --f HC,,(A) 
(rr 1) are the identity maps, and the morphism S : HC,(A) --f HC,(A) is the canoni- 
cal inclusion. 
(2) The periodic cyclic homology is 
and 
HC;:+,(A) = HC,,+,(A) =-&I!- 
d(A) 
HCiy(A) = HC,(A) = Ker(d)cA. 
(3) HC,(A) = HC,, ,(A) = 0 (rr 1) and HC;(A) = H,(A) = A. 
Proof. Follows by direct computation. 0 
Corollary 2.13. Zf k contains a field and A = S-‘k[X], then 
H&(A) = k[u] 0 I’.. 0 W, 
where k[u] is the graded commutative algebra generated by u of degree 2, V.= 
V,@ V, with I/,=Ker(d)CA and V,=A/d(A), and W,= W, with W,=d(A)cA. 0 
Corollary 2.14. Zf A = k[X], then: 
HC;::,W = H%+,(A) =,Fl +/-I, HC,(A) = A . 
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and 
HCie,‘(A) = H&,(A) = @ Ann(j). Xj (rz 1). 
jz0 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 2.12. 0 
Corollary 2.15. ZfA =k[X,X-‘I, then: 
HC;:+,(A) = HC,,+,(A) =J@z +X’-‘, HC,(A) = A 
and 
HCty(A) = HC,,(A) =]Fz Ann(j). Xj (rll). 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 2.12. 0 
Definition 2.16. Given aeZ we define &@” as the mixed complex of k-modules 
I I I I 
0 
O-O-k&k 
CP = (C$), bsf), Bs;lp’) = 0 - k&k 
I I 
0 
k&k 
I 0 
k 
where 
C$) = Csl(a) = k, CS~) = 0 if j 2 2, 
bs, = 0, Bs,(l) = a, Bsj=O ifjrl. 
Remark 2.17. &(k[X]) = a,, 1 d;s’“‘@ c(k) and &(k[X,X-‘I)= aaEZ c.s@) (for 
the definition of c(k) see p. 254). 
Theorem 2.18. Let A = k[X]. We have: 
HC 2r+‘(A) =jFl Ann(j).Xj-‘, 
and 
HC’(A) = K[[X]] 
Proof. We can repeat the proof of Theorem 2.8(3). 0 
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Theorem 2.19. Let A =k[X,X-‘1. We have: 
and 
HC *“+‘(A) = n Ann(j). Xi-‘, HC”(,4) = k[[X,X-‘]I 
jEiZ 
HC*‘(A) =,$ j$ * xj @lb . 
Proof. We can repeat the proof of Theorem 2.8(3). 0 
3. Cyclic homology of monogenic extensions 
In this section we obtain an expression of the cyclic homology of D[X]/(X”), 
D[X] and D[X,X-‘1 using the cyclic and Hochschild homology of D, when D is 
a k-algebra, with k a commutative ring containing a field. 
We begin with the following standard definitions: 
Definition 3.1. The mapping cone of a complex morphism 
(4, b,) --f% (A’,, b;) 
is the complex C(g,) = (C,(g,), d.J, where 
C&J = A, @A;+1 
and 
C,(g*) 3 C,_,(g*) 
is defined by d,(a,,a:,+,)=(b,_,(a,),g,(a,)-b:,(a:,+,)). 
Proposition 3.2. If 
o- (A;, b;) A (Aw b,) 3 (A’,, b;) - 0 
is a short exact sequence of complexes, the mapping 
A’:, (Y, C*(g*), 
given by a,(~,“) = (f,(a,“), 0) is a quasi-isomorphism. 0 
Remark 3.3. Let A = k[X]/(X”) and A.?= (M,, b,, B,) be a mixed complex. It fol- 
lows from Remarks 2.3 and 2.4 that 
( 
n-l 
d’s(A)&?= @ @ 6 @“)(A) @ Zi? @ (&‘o’(A) @a), 
a=1 iz0 > 
where &(A) is the mixed complex of Definition 2.2. 
Proposition 3.4. Let A = k[X]/(X”) and ii?= (M,, b,, B,) be a mixed complex. 
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For each a L 1 the chain complex associated to the mixed complex &‘““(A) 0 G 
is the mapping cone of the morphism 
(Bh;r,9d*)[2il * (&&.,d,)[2i+2], 
where 
~‘a’iJ:j~~M,n~Zi-ilj~~,Mln-Zi-2i m 
is defined by 
f$(a*i)(a,_2i,a _ m m z(r+l)’ . ..) = (a+in)S@3i)((a,_,i,a m m-2(i+l)p *** 1) 
= @+in). (a,_2(i+l),a,-,(i+2), . ..). 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, containing a field and let p be 
the characteristic of k. Then, for each k-algebra D we have: 
(1) If p divides n, 
(n-n%) 
HC,(D[Xl/(X”)) = 9 
where MC”) means the direct sum of m copies of M, and the application 
S: HC,(D[X]/(X”)) -+ HC,_,(D[X]/(X”)) is the morphism induced by the map- 
pings S : HC,_j(D) -+ HC,_j_2(D) (jr 0) and the zero maps Ht_u(D) + H,_u_2(D) 
(jr0). 
(2) If p does not divide n, 
= 9 
where Ba = {j 2 0: p divides a + nj}, Ca = {j 10: p does not divide a + nj} and the 
application S: HC,(D[X]/(X”)) + HC,_,(D[X]/(X”)) is the morphism induced 
by the mappings S: HCl_j(D)+ HC,_j_2(D) (jlO> and the zero maps HfPzj(D)+ 
H t-zj-z(D) (jr0). 
Proof. D[X]/(X”) = DOk k[X]/(X”). Then, following Propositions 1.2 and 1.5, 
and Remarks 2.3 and 2.4, we have: 
HC,(D[Xl/(X”)) 
= HC,@(k[X]/(X”)) @ d;(D)) = HC,(&(k[X]/(X”)) @ c(D)) 
( 
n-l 
= @ @ HC,(h 
a=1 jk0 
‘“.“(k[X]/(X”)) @ e(D))) 
@ HC,(&‘)(k[X]/(X”)) @ c(D)). 
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Now, the proof follows straightforwardly using Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, containing a field and let p be 
the characteristic of k. Then, for each k-algebra D we have: 
(1) If p divides n, 
N/P) b -n/P) 
HC’(D[X]/(X’)) = @ HC’-j(D,D*) 
( > l 
0 j$/WW*) 
> 
, 
jz0 
where M@’ means the direct sum of m copies of M. 
(2) If p does not divide n, 
HC’(D[X]/(X”)) 
= , 
where Ba = {j 2 0: p divides a + nj} and Ca = {j 2 0: p does not divide a + nj}. 
Proof. The cyclic cohomology of D[X]/(X”) is the homology of the complex 
Hom&(~(D[X]/(X”))), k). Now, applying the functor Horn,,, , k) to the strongly 
homotopy k-map (G”‘). * r>_O from &(k[X]/(X”))@@) to c(D[X]/(X”)), we 
obtain a strongly homotopy k-map (Hom,(Gi), k))jzo, with Hom,(Gi’), k) a quasi- 
isomorphism from Homk(@[X]/(X”)),k) to Hom,(&(k[X]/(X”))@ @),k). 
Hence by Remarks 2.3 and 2.4 the cyclic cohomology of A is the homology of the 
complex 
om,(B(&(“i)(k[X]/(X”)) @ c(D)), k)) 
@ Hom,(,(&“‘(k[Xl/(X”)) 0 c(D)), k). 
Now the proof follows by direct computation. 0 
Remark 3.7. Let D be an algebra over a field k and P a polynomial with coefficients 
in k. It is easy to see, with the same proof as in Section 3 of [l] for D = k, that if 
P = (X-a,)“’ a.. (X- a,)“$” 
in the algebraic closure of k, then 
and 
HC,(D[X]/(P)) = 6 HC,(D[X]/(X”‘)) 
j=l 
HC*(D[X]/(P)) = 6 HC*(Wfl/W”I>). 
j=l 
Remark 3.8. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, containing a field k’ and S the 
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multiplicative subset of k[X] generated by (X-bi)i,r, with big k’. Then, for 
A = S’k[X], &(A) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
where AI(‘) means the direct sum of #(I) copies of A4 (for the definitions of C(k) 
and es(‘) see p, 254 and Definition 2.16). 
This is a direct consequence of the fact that 
is a basis of A = SW1 k[X]. 
Proposition 3.9. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, containing a field k’, S the 
multiplicative subset of k[X] generated by (X- bi)j,t, with biE k, A=S’k[X] 
and ti= (M,, b,, B,) a mixed complex. For each a L 1 the chain complex associated 
to the mixed complex Cs@’ 0 ti is the mapping cone of the morphism 
(&&,d.J 3 (,a*, d,) 121, 
where 
is defined by 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, containing a field k’, S the 
multiplicative subset of k[X] generated by (X- bi);,t, with bi E k’ and p the 
characteristic of k. Then, for each k-algebra D we have: 
(1) HC,W’D]Xl) 
whereB={jll:pdividesj}, C={j>l:pdoesnotdividej}andwhereMjisiso- 
morphic to A4 for every k-module M and each subscript j. 
(2) The application S : HC,(S-‘D[X]) + HCJP2(S1D[X]) is the morphism 
induced by the mappings S:HC,(D)+HC,_#), S:HC,_,(D)+HC,P3(D) and 
the zero map H,(D) +H,_,(D). 
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Proof. We can repeat the proof of Theorem 3.5 or use [4,3.2]. Cl 
Theorem 3.11. Let k be a commutative ring with 1, containing a field k’, S the 
multiplicative subset of k[X] generated by (X - bi)i,l, with bi E k’ and p the 
characteristic of k. Then, for each k-algebra D we have: 
HC'(S-'D[X]) 
= HC’(D) 0 jvB (HC’U? 0 HCj-bWj) 0 ( jgc (H’(D)),) 
HC’-‘(0 0 $ U-=‘(D) 0 HC’- ‘(Dl,,> 0 ( jFc , 
where B = {jr 1: p divides j > , C= {jr 1: p does not divide j} and where Mj is iso- 
morphic to M for every k-module M and each subscript j. 
Proof. We can repeat the proof in Theorem 3.6. q 
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